
  

Cookie consent information
Cookie information last updated on: 2024-04-15

Field Value

  Consent ID   a84d3541dd4049cad8b4b45e57bf36da-cdcf2401

  Consent date   2024-04-18 23:57

  Consent IP   2a0d:6fc7:526:481f:b421:e8ee:59e0:b439

 
  

Cookie finalities

Necessary cookies

Enabled:    Always enabled  

Necessary cookies help make a website usable by enabling basic functions like page navigation and access to secure
areas of the website. The website cannot function properly without these cookies.

Cookie name Provider Purpose Expiry

cookiesplus Stores your cookie preferences. 1 year

laravel_session Cookie used to identify a session instance
for the user.

1 day

PHP_SESSID This cookie is native to PHP and enables
websites to store serialised state data. It is
used to establish a user session and to pass
state data via a temporary cookie, which is
commonly referred to as a session cookie.

Session

PrestaShop-# This cookie helps keep user sessions open
while they are visiting a website, and help
them make orders and many more
operations such as: cookie add date,
selected language, used currency, last
product category visited, last seen products,
client identification, name, first name,
encrypted password, email linked to the
account, shopping cart identification.

480 hours

Statistic cookies

Enabled:    No  

Statistic cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with websites by collecting and reporting
information anonymously.
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Cookie name Provider Purpose Expiry

_ga Google Registers a unique ID that is used to
generate statistical data on how the visitor
uses the website.

2 years

_gid Google Registers a unique ID that is used to
generate statistical data on how the visitor
uses the website.

1 day

Marketing cookies

Enabled:    No  

Marketing cookies are used to track visitors across websites. The intention is to display ads that are relevant and
engaging for the individual user and thereby more valuable for publishers and third party advertisers.

Cookie name Provider Purpose Expiry

fr Facebook Used by Facebook to deliver a series of
advertisement products such as real time
bidding from third party advertisers.

3 months

IDE doubleclick.net Used by Google DoubleClick to register and
report the website user's actions after
viewing or clicking one of the advertiser's
ads with the purpose of measuring the
efficacy of an ad and to present targeted
ads to the user.

1 year

NID Google Registers a unique ID that identifies a
returning user's device. The ID is used for
targeted ads.

6 months

sib_cuid Sendinblue Collects information on the user's website
navigation and preferences - This is used to
target potential newsletter based upon this
information.

1 year

_fbp Facebook Used by Facebook to deliver a series of
advertisement products such as real time
bidding from third party advertisers.

3 months
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